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How I took 14+ Inches Off My Ample Bod in One
Hour

by Pat Darcey
 

Of course I was skeptical when I walked into Jersey Shore Body Wraps! I mean,
who wouldn’t be?  They said I could look 6  to 20 inches slimmer in just one hour!

Are you kidding?
 

I was sitting on the beach one afternoon, happy in my cellulite, when a small
plane passed overhead trailing a banner advertising ‘Jersey Shore Body  Wraps.’ 
The banner proclaimed it was possible to look 6 to 20 inches slimmer in just one
hour. “Ha!” I thought to myself.  “Not likely!”
 

My First Wrap Session

But the seed had been planted.  The power of advertising, I guess. When I got
home that afternoon I looked further into Jersey Shore Body Wraps. I checked
their website (www.jerseyshorebodywraps.com), called and made an
appointment.
 

 I arrived on a Friday morning and immediately noted the elegantly tasteful décor
and the distinctly relaxing atmosphere.  I was greeted by co-owners Joanie
Glander and Kathy Gliozzo who went over every detail of what I would
experience during my first body wrap.
 

Upstairs in complete privacy I stripped down to underwear basics (bra and
panties) and donned a luxurious robe and slippers provided for all clients. Back
downstairs, I entered a private wrapping room. Joanie was to be my wrapper as
Kathy was busy working on a client receiving an organic spray tan. “Hmmmm,” I
thought to myself, and made a mental note to get a tan before I left.
 

The Measured Truth

 Joanie took numerous measurements of my body and wrote down everything on
my “wrap card.” She then accessed a large covered pan of warm rolled wraps
soaked in minerals. She wrapped me completely and snugly from head to toe – or
should I say toe to head because the process begins feet first. The bandages were
applied firmly to areas needing contouring and more lightly where only skin
tightening was desired. The wrap felt wonderful!  Plastic bags were placed over
my wrapped feet and hands.  And just when I thought I was all done, Joanie
placed a blue poncho over my head.  “Stunning,” I thought to myself as I passed
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the mirror. “ I could try out for ‘The Mummy Returns’!”.
 

Gliding Along

Joanie explained the next step in the process, which is light movement to maintain
circulation.  I spent one hour on a “glider,” at three 20-minute intervals.   It was
very easy and very comfortable.  Every 20 minutes Joanie took me off the glider,
emptied the bags on my hands and feet (which had filled up with toxins), re-
applied minerals to the wraps, changed my face wraps completely, and steered me
back to the glider.  
 

The Great Unwrapping

My hour passed quickly and it was time for the unwrapping.  Joanie began with
my face wrap.  When it was off, she suggested I look in the mirror.  I could not
believe what I saw.  My face, neck and chin were visibly tighter.  Joanie removed
all the bandages and once again took many measurements.  The proof was in my
results.  My total measurements were more than 14 inches less than when I
arrived!  My skin was tightened and very soft and the cellulite on my thighs
virtually disappeared.  Then, I put on my clothes.  They were loose on me!  I was
revitalized.  Energized.  In as few words as possible, I felt great!
 

Jersey Shore Body Wraps is the only process offering a written guarantee with
respect to results.  They guarantee that most women will look a minimum of 6
inches slimmer on the first wrap or a second wrap is given free to make up the
inch loss.  Because the wraps are not dehydrating, results are guaranteed to
remain, provided the client does not gain any weight and returns periodically for
maintenance wraps (every 1 to 2 months).

 

How Jersey Shore Body Wraps Began

Manasquan resident, Joanie Glander, and Colts Neck resident Kathy Gliozzo, both
of whom were leading busy, active lives, had known each other from the trading
floor of the New York Stock Exchange.  Both women also shared a passion for
health, wellness and fitness.  Deciding to bring this passion to the level of
business, Joanie and Kathy took a leap of faith and purchased a Suddenly Slender
- The Body Wrap franchise. Hence, slightly more than a year ago, Jersey Shore
Body Wraps was born.  Subsequently, the two entrepreneurs underwent extensive
training at the company’s Florida corporate headquarters.

 

Jersey Shore Body Wraps: The Big Difference
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Joanie emphasized that the wraps they offer are “vastly different from other body
wraps currently available in the marketplace.” She added that Jersey Shore Body
Wraps uses an all natural mineral solution, along with exclusive certified
wrapping techniques.  
 

She said their body wraps are for the woman, regardless of age, who would like to
improve her health and appearance without costly/risky surgery.  The wraps offer
a soothing and healthful atmosphere to help counteract the destructive effects of
an impure environment, as well as the stress and anxiety of everyday life.  "We
would like to see everyone take a more proactive role in their health,” Joanie said.
 

Kathy added that unlike the other wraps on the market, “our wraps are active
wraps, which means they require some light exercise for about an hour, such as
lightly working out on a ‘glider’.  This helps to promote circulation which helps
your body release impurities.  Unlike other expensive pampered naps you will see
& feel the results.  A slimmer appearance and skin that is visibly toned and
tighter, in just one wrap.”
 

Jersey Shore Body Wraps features individual pricing as well as 5-wrap and 10-
wrap packages which makes more frequent visits very affordable.

 

How to Contact Jersey Shore Body Wraps

Jersey Shore Body Wraps is located at 2024 New Bedford Road, Wall, NJ 07762. 
They can be reached by phone at 732-359-6687 or email at

jerseyshorebodywraps@yahoo.com. Visit them on the web for more information
at www.jerseyshorebodywraps.com.

 

Jersey Shore Body Wraps Hours of Operation:

Monday - 10am - 5pm
Tuesday 10am - 6pm

Wednesday 10am - 6pm
Thursday 10am - 7pm

Friday 10am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 3pm

Sunday – Closed

Evening hours are available by appointment.
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